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The development of nanocelluloses (NCs), both in
the form of Cellulose NanoFibrils (CNFs) and
Cellulose NanoCrystals (CNCs), has created an
opportunity for using bottom-up engineering for
cellulose-based materials. By using combinations
of NCs and other types of nanomaterials or
tailored polymers it has been possible to prepare
strong and durable composites as well as
interactive devices just to mention a few
examples. Since the preparation of nanocelluloses
and their post-processing can be performed in
aqueous dispersions they are also very attractive
from an environmental point of view. However,
due to their high aspect ratio, which is indeed also
one of their main advantages, the NCs can only
be handled in rather dilute dispersions and the
subsequent water removal has been and is a
major obstacle in the up-scaling of processes
including the NCs.
One appealing alternative to using the liberated
NCs is to functionalize the fibrils or fibril aggregates in the macroscopic cellulose-rich fibres
while still keeping their overall fibre structure and
to prepare papers from these fibres that then can
be treated in a subsequent treatment step to
develop the built-in properties of fibrils. Two
examples of this will be demonstrated where the
prepared papers can be converted to transparent
films with good mechanical and barrier properties.
In the first example the cellulose-rich fibres were
first oxidized with NaIO4 and then reduced with
NaBH4 to partially convert the cellulose within the
fibres to di-alcohol cellulose. This treatment will
create fibres which have thermoplastic properties.
The second approach is a further development of
this first approach where a combination of TEMPO
oxidation and a subsequent NaIO4 treatment was
used to prepare fibres that could be easily
disintegrated by simply increasing the pH from
around pH= 4 to pH=10. Papers can easily be
formed from these modified fibres, using either of
these two pre-treatments, using conventional
paper forming methods and the so formed papers
could then be used to prepare strong films with
very good barrier properties either by heating or a
simple pH modification procedure of the formed
papers. In this way it is hence possible to utilize
the lessons learned with NCs and to
simultaneously use conventional papermaking
procedures which allow for a rapid up-scaling of
these new materials.

